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Let S be a topological semigroup^) and let CiS) be the space of bounded continuous real-valued functions x on S with ||x|| = Sup I x(o-) | . An element j*GC(5)* is called a meaM if
where e is the function which is identically one. An element v in C(S)* is called left-invariant if l*v = v for every a in 5 and is called right-invariant if r*v = v for every oCS. We say that v is invariant if l*v = v = r*v for every a in 5. S is called amenable if there exists an invariant mean. It is known that an Abelian topological semigroup is amenable.
In my earlier paper [2] I proved that a discrete Abelian semigroup has a unique invariant mean if and only if it has a finite ideal. It is quite reasonable to conjecture that in general an Abelian topological semigroup has a unique invariant mean if and only if the semigroup has a compact ideal. In this paper we prove the conjecture in certain special situations. Theorem 1 (2) . An abelian topological semigroup with a compact ideal has a unique invariant mean. Thus A is an ideal. This A is obviously a minimal compact ideal of 5. Take any aEA. Then aA is an ideal contained in A and so aA=A due to the minimal character of A. Therefore A is a group.
We now define a relation among the elements of A. We say that two elements a and a' in A are equivalent if they cannot be separated by a continuous function on S, i.e., if x(a) =x(a') for every x in C(S). This is obviously an equivalence relation. Let 77 be the set of elements of A which are equivalent to the identity e of the group A. We claim that 77 is a closed subgroup of A and that the equivalence classes are simply the cosets of 77 in A. That 77 is closed follows from the fact that 77 = H {a | a £ A, x(a) = x(e)}.
iGC(S)
To prove the remaining assertion we proceed as follows:
For each o ES, we define & by â(s) = os; s E S.
If a and b are equivalent then ab~l and e are equivalent, for
Conversely the equivalence of ab~l and e implies the equivalence of a and b, since x(a) = (x o b) (ab~l) = (xob)(e) = x(b).
From this can be easily deduced the assertions made above. We now form the quotient group A/H. Each x in C(S) defines an x in C(A/H). It is obvious that if xi = x2 then xi and x2 agree on A.
The set C= {x\xEC(S)} separates the points of A/H. Since A/H is compact the set C is dense in C(A/H) by the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem. Let v be any invariant mean on C(S). If z is in C(S) we define ||z||a = Sup I z(a) | . These facts allow us to define invariant integration on ^4/77 as follows:
Let yC C(A/H). We can choose xn in C such that x"-vy. It is obvious that \\Xm -*n||ii-*0 as m, n-»«> and so v(xm -x")->0 as m, m->=°. Thus r(xn) is a Cauchy sequence and so possesses a unique limit. This limit depends only on y since for any other sequence zn converging to y we have ||*n -Z"|| -> 0.
Thus ||x" -z"||a->0 and so lim v(xn)=\im v(zn). We define /y = lim v(xn).
A/H « That the integral is invariant follows from the fact that for any ä in A/H, h(x) = (l¡¡x)~ and that v(lax)=v(x). Since ^4/77 is a compact Abelian group the above integral coincides with the Haar integral on A/H. This proves the uniqueness of v. Since 5 is an Abelian semigroup we know that there is at least one invariant mean on m(S) and so also on C(S). The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. Theorem 2. Let S and S' be Abelian topological semigroups and let f: S->S' be a continuous homomorphism of S onto S'. Let F: C(S')-*C(S) be defined by
Then F* carries the set of invariant means on C(S) onto the set of invariant means on C(S'). Consequently the existence of many invariant means on C(S') implies the existence of many invariant means on C(S).
Proof. Let p be an invariant mean on C(S). Then F*p is a positive linear functional and since (F*p)(e')=p(Fe')=p(e) -l, we see that F*p is a mean on C(S'). Yet x'CC(S') and let a be an element of S. Then it can be easily seen that
If a'ES' we may take aES such that fa -a'. Then
Consequently F*p is an invariant mean on C(S').
Suppose now that p' is an invariant mean on C(S'). Let
Co= {Fx'\x' EC(S')\ and define p0 on C0 by po(Fx') = p'(x').
po is well-defined since F is a 1-1 mapping. Since l"(Fx') = F(l'r<Jx') we conclude that Co is invariant under every /". We next observe that po is invariant on Co under all the operators /". This follows from the following calculation :
Thus we have a linear functional p0 defined on an invariant subspace C0 and invariant under all the operators /". We now use a theorem of Silverman [3] to obtain an extension p of po which is an invariant mean on C(S). It can be easily verified that F*p = p'.
It may be remarked that if S and S' are completely regular spaces in which the translations are uniformly continuous mappings (this condition is satisfied if S and S' are groups) and if /: S->5' is uniformly continuous from S onto S' then the above method can be used to prove that the existence of many invariant means on UC(S'), the space of bounded, real-valued uniformly continuous functions on S, implies the existence of many invariant means on UC(S).
We say that an Abelian topological group G has the property P' if there exists a countable subgroup 77 and a symmetric neighborhood F of 0 such that (i) (V+V)i\H={0},
(ii) F is maximal among the symmetric neighborhoods of 0 which satisfy (i), (iii) there exists a neighborhood IF of 0 such that F+ F+ W meets H at only finitely many points.
It may be observed that if G contains a countable discrete subgroup H we can easily find, by an application of Zorn's lemma, a symmetric neighborhood F of 0 which satisfies (i) and (ii). Thus (iii) is the strong condition.
An Abelian topological group will be said to have property P if G or a factor group of G has property P'. The property P is not very restrictive since many groups which can at all be expected to possess this property do possess it. Obviously an infinite discrete group G has the property P' with 77 any countable subgroup of G, V constructed by Zorn's lemma and with W=Q. Next any subgroup G^JO} of the additive group of real numbers has the property P'. Without loss of generality we assume that 1£G and we let 77 be the cyclic subgroup generated by 1. Then F = {x| -1/2 < x < 1/2, x £ G} = W satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii). Again any nonzero subgroup G of the additive group of a normed linear space X has property P. For let O^aEG.
We can find a linear functional/ such that f(a) ¿¿ 0. Thus G would be mapped homomorphically onto a nonzero subgroup fG of the additive group of real numbers which, as we have shown, possesses P'. Thus G has P. Finally any locally compact Abelian group G which is not compact has the property P. To prove this we use the fact that G is isomorphic to RpXGi [4] where d is a group which contains a compact subgroup 77 such that Gi/77 is discrete. If p?*0 then 7?, the additive group of real numbers, is a homomorphic image of G and so G has property P since R has property P'. If p = Q, Gi/H must be infinite since otherwise G would be compact. Since d/77 has 7" it follows that G has P. (c) Let G2 be the set of elements gCG lor which 2g = 0. We claim that either (ii) (4 + F+IF)n(73+F) = 0. Since G/G2 is finite, 772 must be infinite. Moreover (F24-F24-IF2)n772
is finite. Therefore we can construct a function x2EC(G2) for which p2(x2) and p2(-x2) are ^1 where p2 has the obvious meaning. We now define where a belongs to a fixed set of representatives mod G2. We can easily satisfy ourselves that for this x, p(x) 9e -p( -x).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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